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Mentor: Upendra Singh 

Designation 

Founder- Mindset Makers for UPSC 

Guide at Insights IAS and Nirman IAS (Prev.) 

Sr. Faculty at Physics By Fiziks (Higher Studies(Mathematics) since year 2013) 

Chairman: Patiyayat Farmer Producer Company Limited. 

Associated in Policy making for Rural upliftment with Govt. Uttar Pradesh. 

Educational Background  

Alumnus, IIT Delhi (2011 Batch, AIR49) 

UPSC CSE Journey- On the basis of one of top scores multiple times given by 

UPSC, I’m confident about each stage of CSE. Preliminary (Developed special 

strategies KNOWLEDGE+STRATEGY), Mains_ Good command over Essay and 

GS4+GS2, optional mathematics), Personality(Interview) - Developed it through 

experiences and learnings through reading books from multiple dimensions during 

UPSC journey, Part of Interview board for Higher studies. 

 

YouTube (Upendra Singh : Mindset Makers for UPSC). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Content: These questions reveal the truth in the book. 
 

1.Which is the better optional for the UPSC among history and maths? 
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2.What is the policy of the Union Public Service Commission (UPSC) regarding English medium 

candidates writing optional subjects? 

 

3.What are the benefits of choosing mathematics as an optional subject in the UPSC prelims 

exam? 

4.How do I prepare for the mathematics optional (UPSC)? From where can I get PDF of books 
for the same? 
5.What is the best way to prepare for the UPSC Mains mathematics optional paper by self 
study? 
6.After seeing the UPSC essay 2022 paper, what should be the approach for aspirants 
appearing in 2023? 
 

7.How tough and predictable was the UPSC CSE Mains 2021? 

 

8.What are the mindsets required to read efficiency for the UPSC? 

9.What should be my strategy for the current affairs if I’m starting from scratch for the UPSC 
2023 attempt? 10.What if I prepare only the static part and monthly magazine for the UPSC 
prelims? Is this enough? 
 

11.How do I crack the UPSC CSE in the first attempt while being under any circumstances? 

12.What are some good books for learning about government schemes and policies for the 
UPSC civil services exam? 
 

13.How can I prepare current affairs and editorials without reading newspapers as I am a 

working person and get only 4-5 hours a day for UPSC preparation? 

14.What’s the difference between PT365 and Current Affairs of Vision IAS? 

 

15.How do I reduce time on The Hindu for the UPSC? I am a college student 

16.What must I not read to save time and energy during the preparation of the UPSC? 
 

17.I made NCERT Class 11th Polity short notes during my second reading of it? Is it good to 

make notes at this stage since I am in 3rd year of Engineering? 
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18.How can someone analyse the UPSC previous year questions subject-wise deeply? 

19.Is Ghatna Chakra good for UPSC preparation? 

19.1 Is it advisable to stick to institute and class notes only instead of going for 

standard books for the UPSC if one is enrolled in a coaching centre? 

 

20.I won't qualify Prelims 2022 and my Mains preparation is not up to the mark 

despite preparing for one year. Should I invest all my energy in CAPF AC 2022? 

 

21.How do I link current affairs with GS papers in UPSC Mains paper? 22.How 

should I complete note making from a newspaper if it takes 4 hours to read and 

write for the UPSC? 

 

23.How many days before the UPSC Preliminary exam papers are set? 

 

24.How many days before the UPSC Preliminary exam papers are set? 

25.Can we prepare for the Civil Services Preliminary Exam in just 1 month with the 

help of the coaching material? 

26.How do I study history for UPSC? There are just too many things to remember. 

How do you remember all those details? 

 

27.Should one join a coaching center after the prelims for the Mains exam? 

28.How do I prepare for environment and ecology for the UPSC sources and 

strategy? 

28.How do I prepare for environment and ecology for the UPSC sources and 

strategy? 

29.Did you criss-cross in your UPSC Mains answer sheet? Any suggestions to 

eliminate such happenings? 

30.Which chapter from science and math from XI and XII syllabus should I learn 

for the harder questions of the UPSC? 

31.How do I prepare in the last 40 days before the UPSC prelims 2022? 

32.Which chapter from science and math from XI and XII syllabus should I learn 

for the harder questions of the UPSC? 
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33.Where can I take a daily mock test for prelims and also, if possible, for the 

Mains while preparing for the UPSC, as it will help? 

34.How can I study for UPSC? When it is against my will? 

 

35.How should I plan my further preparation after failing twice in Civil services 

prelims? I did self study and also used online platform . Should I go to Delhi and 

join some good institute overthere to boost my preparation and get a direction?  
 

36.What if I prepare only the static part and monthly magazine for the UPSC 

prelims? Is this enough? 

 

 

37.What is the recommended number of mocks a student should take before 

writing the IAS Main exam? 

 

38.How can I understand the demand of the questions in the UPSC CSE main exam 

answer writing? 

 

 

39.I have been preparing for the UPSC CSE since 2019, but unfortunately, I am not 

able to clear even prelims. I desperately need some way out of it because I'm in a 

flux now. What should I do? 

 

40.What are some ways to get rid of hand pain during excessive writing in the 

UPSC Mains? 

 

41.Is it possible to prepare UPSC Mains in just 4 months? 

 

42.What is the best source of knowledge after books in UPSC preparation? 

43.What is the recommended amount of time one should spend writing answers in 

the UPSC Mains exam? 

 

44.How many additional pages will be available for rough work in the answer 

booklet of the UPSC Mains Mathematics optional papers? Is there any ratio of 

pages per marks of a question? 
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45.How many additional pages will be available for rough work in the answer 

booklet of the UPSC Mains Mathematics optional papers? Is there any ratio of 

pages per marks of a question? 

 

46.How do I study the international organization and bilateral relations topic for 

the UPSC Mains 2022? 

 

47.When do they distribute the question papers during the UPSC Mains 

examinations, and how much time do we get to read all the questions and decide 

which to do? 

 48.What is a good strategy for the UPSC in 3 years? 

 

49.What should I do after the UPSC prelims 2022? 

 

50.I get only 80 marks in the ForumIAS simulator full-length test. Can I clear the 

prelims? 

 

 

51.How do I answer if the interview panel asked me, “How will you 

use mathematics as a civil servant?”? I have chosen maths as an optional in 

the UPSC CSE. 
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Let’s Start 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 Optional- 

Is taking optional before GS a good idea? 
 

It depends what's going to be your attempt year. If you're planning to write this exam after 

3–4 years, I'll suggest not to focus much on optional. You may not have better clearity about 

how to take optional and is there any chance to go for other than which I decided. 

If you're going to write your exam within next two years then you may start looking for 

optional. Before that do proper R&D - how to choose optional.you may read other answers 

on my profile. 

At the end, I'll suggest to work on GS papers to check in which optional you may get good 

marks. Once you're sorted about your optional, then you should start for optional 

preparation. Give 50% time to optional and rest for GS. 

Everything above based on my personal experiences. Opinions may differ. 

 

1.Which is the better optional for the UPSC among history and maths? 

 

I had maths optional and one of my close friend as history optional. Since years, I've been 

teaching higher mathematics, guiding UPSC aspirants too. So I guess, can answer you for 

the asked question. 

What research needed to be done before choosing optional for UPSC(CSE)? 

There are few parameters on which we need to have idea _ 

1- My own interest/ my core subject in UG or PG. 

2- Resources/guidance/coaching availability for that subject. 

https://www.quora.com/Which-is-the-better-optional-for-the-UPSC-among-history-and-maths
https://www.quora.com/Which-is-the-better-optional-for-the-UPSC-among-history-and-maths
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3- Pattern of marks in previous years. For this, we should read some blogs written by slected 

persons with that optional. Advise.. don’t watch youtube videos, those are overhyped. 

4- Duration to cover the syllabus . There are some optionals which take less time to cover . 

example- Hindi literature takes less time to finish as compared to history . But here we must 

aware about scores low and high frequently. 

5- Management- Let’s say if you choose maths, obviously it’ll have no link with general 

studies. You need a different mindset to prepare maths. You need lot of practice. It may 

exhaust you and you can compromise with your other subjects. The most important is - in 

main exam hectic schedule . Maths may be a reason of anxiety and restlessness. That 5 days 

gap seems long but during mains prtepation we’re exhausted and literally tired to grasp 

maths revision. So untill unless, you don’t have good background and interest in maths , 

you should avoid it. or during preparation , you have to develop traits and qualities to 

handle/manage. 

Now I come to your answer exactlty. History: If you opt it , please try to do bit R&D on 

above 5 parameters. maths : same exercise as above. 

Sorry, no one except you can give a better answer after doing above exercise. 

keep smiling. 

Science Optionals- 

As an UPSC aspirant, we need a different strategy if preparing with optional from Sciences. 

The most beautiful thing is if you have a clear plan / roadmap with this combination then 

you have a better opportunity to get a top rank. 

So is there any sigma rule for this strategy! The answer is yes in some sense . You must keep 

yourself isolated from the thought process where people have negative thoughts about 

choosing Science Optional. 

Yes it happens in this UPSC preparation zone because there is a definite gap of mentors 

with equal interest in GS, Essy and Science optional/s. mentors who are dealing Science 

optionals , they're mainly experts of their domains and mentors who have good command 

over GS and Essay , they generally tend to ignore entertaining much over such optionals. 

this results into continuous disturbance in keeping balance between three components. 
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2.What is the policy of the Union Public Service Commission (UPSC) regarding English 

medium candidates writing optional subjects? 

 

Till the year 2016; it was mandatory to write GS+ Esaay and Optional in the same medium. 

But now you can opt for different mediums. Initially I had choosen Hindi medium because I 

found myself more comfortable at expression in hindi medium as far as GS and Essay is 

concerned. But for Mathematics Optional, even I myself was not comfortable in hindi, so 

you can imagine the blunder. 

Anyways what I experienced in this UPSC journey that- 

If you're putting logical arguments and addressing demand of exam properly then medium 

doesn't impact much. ( My personal experience and I got very good marks in GS and essays 

as well) . For Optional; if it's from humanities then I have same thinking that you should 

deliver quality arguments and exactly addressing questions. Yes if your Optional is from 

science subjects, then writing that Optional in mediums other than the English may result 

into blunder. Because in this science stream, professors are more or less focused on 

technical ways and yes it's easy to convey and understanding things in English medium. 

Hope it helps. 

 

 

 

 

3.What are the benefits of choosing mathematics as an optional subject in the UPSC 

prelims exam? 

 

No direct but indirectly you become a person with attitude that this CSAT is just an exam of 

presence of mind not of Knowledge…. I would like to share my experience; 

Sir, please teach me Mathematics, I am very weak at Mathematics, My GS score is always 

above 110 but I'm not able to qualify CSAT because of my poor Mathematics, Sir please tell 

me what are the simple and important chapter which a student can do easily for CSAT 

maths,………………………………. 

Such questions are repeatedly asked by UPSC aspirants during sessions. Being a Mentor, A 

teacher for Mathematics Optional and my experiences over this UPSC examination process, I 

feel very said on such situations. Why ?????? 

https://www.quora.com/What-is-the-policy-of-the-Union-Public-Service-Commission-UPSC-regarding-English-medium-candidates-writing-optional-subjects
https://www.quora.com/What-is-the-policy-of-the-Union-Public-Service-Commission-UPSC-regarding-English-medium-candidates-writing-optional-subjects
https://www.quora.com/What-is-the-policy-of-the-Union-Public-Service-Commission-UPSC-regarding-English-medium-candidates-writing-optional-subjects
https://www.quora.com/What-is-the-policy-of-the-Union-Public-Service-Commission-UPSC-regarding-English-medium-candidates-writing-optional-subjects
https://www.quora.com/What-are-the-benefits-of-choosing-mathematics-as-an-optional-subject-in-the-UPSC-prelims-exam
https://www.quora.com/What-are-the-benefits-of-choosing-mathematics-as-an-optional-subject-in-the-UPSC-prelims-exam
https://www.quora.com/What-are-the-benefits-of-choosing-mathematics-as-an-optional-subject-in-the-UPSC-prelims-exam
https://www.quora.com/What-are-the-benefits-of-choosing-mathematics-as-an-optional-subject-in-the-UPSC-prelims-exam
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Actually the honest observations are- This CSAT paper is not a knowledge exam, it's actually 

an exam for presence of mind. But we're so trapped that we are forced to take classes, take 

bulky books for this paper. 

Have you ever thought that the same question paper you're able to solve when you're out 

of the exam hall, just sitting metro, you solve those questions easily!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! (based on 

facts. I received from students)… 

So the point is- You'll have to develop an attitude throughout the preparation - 

1- Be a attentive reader- I don't believe in slow learner or fast learner. I think whatever 

you're reading, you should be attentive. Thinking in-between of lines, meanings of writer's 

indications, without skipping those words which are complicated…. No matter you're 

studying Lakshmikant or newspaper. Believe me of you're in this habit, you'll need no 

Classes for Reading comprehension. 

One more observation I would like to put- There is a stereotype that in Reading 

comprehension, UPSC differs in explanations. I don't believe in it. The thing I did - I 

practiced all comprehension from Previous years papers, tried to get the logic by UPSC for 

particular amswers. Like how they answer- theme questions, message question, reason 

questions etc. I prepared my mindset around those only. Not about narrow explanations 

given by coaching test series. Because I believe that to sell ten types of test series, they set 

absurd questions and very narrow explanation. Sorry but I found so. 

2- Reasoning- If you practice any book regarding it and it have an idea how to deal a 

particular kind of problem like - Dice problem, figure problem, Series, No. Of triangles….. For 

this you should do all chapters just once and keep one or Maximum two lines from each 

chapter. Then at the time of practicing questions try to recall those points from your notes 

and attempt the question. 

In th CSAT paper, 60–70% questions from reasoning are dealt in above way. What happens 

with maximum failed Aspirants, they try to focus on thos 30% questions to prepare which 

cannot be solved easily and yes coaching classes add more masaala over it. So my strategy 

was simple- Just focus on easy questions and get qualified that's it. 

Mathematics- The same logic as reasoning part. No need to take Mathematics Optional for 

CSAT management. Choosing Mathematics Optional itself needs other exercises to do.(you 

can read answers on my profile for how to choose Mathematics Optional) . 

Hope it helps. Keep smiling 
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4.How do I prepare for the mathematics optional (UPSC)? From where can I get PDF of 

books for the same? 

I supposed that you've decided optional after all required exercises. 

Experience No. 1- Topics in which your are good, make yourself best in those. 

Topics in which you're average, make yourself good in those 

Topics in which you're weak, make those average. 

The important point is- you cannot ignore any topic mentioned in the syllabus. 

https://www.quora.com/How-do-I-prepare-for-the-mathematics-optional-UPSC-From-where-can-I-get-PDF-of-books-for-the-same
https://www.quora.com/How-do-I-prepare-for-the-mathematics-optional-UPSC-From-where-can-I-get-PDF-of-books-for-the-same
https://www.quora.com/How-do-I-prepare-for-the-mathematics-optional-UPSC-From-where-can-I-get-PDF-of-books-for-the-same
https://www.quora.com/How-do-I-prepare-for-the-mathematics-optional-UPSC-From-where-can-I-get-PDF-of-books-for-the-same
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Experience No.2– You'll have to practice practice practice questions/examples till the correct 

result isn't found. Don't ignore practice by thinking that ok these easy questions I can do. 

Believe me..No matter you're from which degree or Insitute, you'll get disaster in the exam 

hall. 

Experience No. 3- finish your Optional before preliminary exam. Not only finished but also 

practiced well. Between pre and mains your 50–60% of time in the day will go for 

Mathematics Provided that you have finished Optional before preliminary exam. 

Experience No. 4- Align your GS preparation in a manner that you don't need much time to 

prepare this after preliminary result. 

Experience No. 5 - Join test series before preliminary and examine your preparation of 

Optional regularly. After prelim,take at least 4 full length tests, to simulate yourself for 

mains. 

Experience No. 6- Don't worry much about interview that they'll ask very special questions 

from Mathematics. 99 percent possibility is that in your interview board, No Mathematics 

expert will be there. So focus on getting more n more marks in Mathematics Optional. 

 

 

 

5.What is the best way to prepare for the UPSC Mains mathematics optional paper by self 

study? 

Can't say that it's the best of way or not but only thing I can share here is- 

If you understand the demand of UPSC Mathematics Optional, You'll be able to solve the 

problem. Demand is- you need to treat yourself psychologically a simple undergraduate 

student. 

Solving examples of book from 1 to last. 

Try to reach till the final answer. 

Don't ignore the practice practice practice 

No Matter how good you're at concepts but if you don't solve questions, you won't be able 

to perform in mains. (After my first mains, I realized it by myself only and rectified this 

mistake and then did well in second mains). 

There are some standard books which you have to follow , solve all examples multiple times. 

Try to notice while solving problems, at which stage you felt that this is tricky or if not 

practiced then cannot be recalled at the time of exam. 

https://www.quora.com/What-is-the-best-way-to-prepare-for-the-UPSC-Mains-mathematics-optional-paper-by-self-study
https://www.quora.com/What-is-the-best-way-to-prepare-for-the-UPSC-Mains-mathematics-optional-paper-by-self-study
https://www.quora.com/What-is-the-best-way-to-prepare-for-the-UPSC-Mains-mathematics-optional-paper-by-self-study
https://www.quora.com/What-is-the-best-way-to-prepare-for-the-UPSC-Mains-mathematics-optional-paper-by-self-study
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In Mathematics don't ignore definitions. I was always interested in knowing how something 

is being derived. Need not to remember everything but this habit makes you comfortable at 

the time of new questions. 

 

 

6.After seeing the UPSC essay 2022 paper, what should be the approach for aspirants 

appearing in 2023? 

Although I wanted to write a detailed strategy from a long as I witnessed the pattern of 

UPSC from one phase to the other and then other. But everytime I failed to do so. The 

reason was- I was not following any standard set of patterns for my essay preparation. So 

bit hesitant on putting all my feelings in one go. 

I took thousands of mentoring sessions (Individual Mentoring) offline and online . There I 

expressed all my feelings about essay strategy and after a level of conviction, Now I'm going 

to write: What I did and how I'm more positive about my strategy. 

Tried to write on pages, as many of you're familiar with this pattern of answering from me 

over the period of years. It's easy to save these images as your further reference. Last 

suggestion: Observe that I haven't given you any strategy but just helped you in creating 

your own strategy. Happy reading- 

https://www.quora.com/After-seeing-the-UPSC-essay-2022-paper-what-should-be-the-approach-for-aspirants-appearing-in-2023
https://www.quora.com/After-seeing-the-UPSC-essay-2022-paper-what-should-be-the-approach-for-aspirants-appearing-in-2023
https://www.quora.com/After-seeing-the-UPSC-essay-2022-paper-what-should-be-the-approach-for-aspirants-appearing-in-2023
https://www.quora.com/After-seeing-the-UPSC-essay-2022-paper-what-should-be-the-approach-for-aspirants-appearing-in-2023
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Why I’m confident about my method is- 
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many months Before this 2022 mains, I wrote this answer. Please go through it . 

 

7.How tough and predictable was the UPSC CSE Mains 2021? 

 

 

Your question has two parts - 

toughness level<<<<<<<………..>>>>>>>unpredictability 

We as an aspirant are well known about this examination’s demand. Here toughness doesn’t 

imply answering questions need extra planatory knowledge and skills . Toughness directly 

linked to unpredictability of question papers . 

So let’s understand it according to different papers- 

1- Essay- 

many people are saying that this year essays were completely philosophical . But I don’t 

think so. I have genuine reasons for it. UPSC doesn’t favour any specific stream. They put 

such essays of abstract nature because many candidates are following readymade strategies 

given by coaching modules. As per my understanding, essay paper is an examination where 

you’re free to float your ideas in maximum possible dimensions. During my mains 

preparation, I never followed instructions given by test evaluators. I just expressed my 

feelings about that particular essay. Although statements were abstract but we had to write 

as an essay should be written in general. 

credibility: I got one of Highest essay marks back to back in upsc mains . 

https://www.quora.com/How-tough-and-predictable-was-the-UPSC-CSE-Mains-2021
https://www.quora.com/How-tough-and-predictable-was-the-UPSC-CSE-Mains-2021
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GS Papers- 

GS1- Questions were not tough but paper was lengthy. Many students suffered to finish 20 

answers. 

GS2- Again lengthy , you know all answers but questions were contained of multiple 

subparts. So again in 3 hours , it was tough to write all answers. 

GS3- Same as above 

GS4- If you have been seriously preparing for this exam . You understood 

this papers then it was comparatively easy to handle. Yes if you did not have terms and 

multiple values and virtues at your tip then it may be tough to finish section A within time. 

Case studies were easy to handle as compared to 2020 paper. 

Optional - Mathematics- This year questions were in your control but if you’re not smart 

enough to handle calculations and smart uses of Sc. CalC then it may disaster for you . 

Practice practice and practice… 

note- 

upsc mains needs a perfect strategy. How you manage yourself in those 3 days hectic 

schedule and how you utilize gap between gs and optional. For essay, I have special 

strategy. 

 

8.What are the mindsets required to read efficiency for the UPSC? 

Don't jump into the preparation by just watching short videos or motivational factory. 

Once you've decided to go for it then accept that it's a process not a single step. 

Enjoy the process without making picnic plans of after selection. I'll read polity to get 

understanding according to demand of exam, not according to my debates for Modi Gandhi 

affairs. 

Analytical abilities+ Mugging of things both required. I can't complain about why UPSC 

designed the syllabus like this. 

Listening more, speaking less. Saving words and putting logical arguments. 

Wherever needed to be changed, I'll incorporate that based on the demand of the exam. 

I'll not become alien. Average study hours with proper healthy life. No artificial isolation 

from family but in the midnight thinking about the previous girlfriend or pretty friend years 

https://www.quora.com/What-are-the-mindsets-required-to-read-efficiency-for-the-UPSC
https://www.quora.com/What-are-the-mindsets-required-to-read-efficiency-for-the-UPSC
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before. Share your downs with your trusted friend or family member and high too. It makes 

you relaxed. 

The most important- this is just an exam, not more than my life or more than any other 

achievements. Success then fine. Failure then using experience and hard work to achieve 

more. Believe me it happens because this UPSC journey teaches that much. 

So yes these are some points which I could write.  

 

9.What should be my strategy for the current affairs if I’m starting from scratch for the 

UPSC 2023 attempt? 

Based on experiences, suggestions, feedbacks, counter questions, healthy discussions; I've 

concluded that- 

until unless you don't get the right strategy to allign your CSE preparation, you'll loose your 

capabilities and that wouldn't result as expected. So please go through images. I've tried to 

summarize the answer to such questions. 

https://www.quora.com/What-should-be-my-strategy-for-the-current-affairs-if-I-m-starting-from-scratch-for-the-UPSC-2023-attempt
https://www.quora.com/What-should-be-my-strategy-for-the-current-affairs-if-I-m-starting-from-scratch-for-the-UPSC-2023-attempt
https://www.quora.com/What-should-be-my-strategy-for-the-current-affairs-if-I-m-starting-from-scratch-for-the-UPSC-2023-attempt
https://www.quora.com/What-should-be-my-strategy-for-the-current-affairs-if-I-m-starting-from-scratch-for-the-UPSC-2023-attempt
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https://www.quora.com/What-if-I-prepare-only-the-static-part-and-monthly-magazine-for-the-UPSC-prelims-Is-this-enough
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10.What if I prepare only the static part and monthly magazine for the UPSC prelims? 

Is this enough? 

Let's write a GS answer type for your question. 

“Current affairs is just an application of the knowledge gained through static part.” 

Now ask a simple question from you- 

If I learn driving concept through proper training, practically driving on roads, Then how 

many different kinds of four wheelers (brand wise) we should drive????????? 

Either you use swift dezire, Scorpio, BMW……and learn just features of all these barnds or 

you just keep driving your swift dezire only but focus on- how to follow traffic rules, how to 

control vehicle in any emergency, how to take care of maintenance of your vehicle………… 

You got the answer!!!!! 

That's the same with UPSC preparation. 

Once you've done properly the static part. By following some monthly magazine, you just 

learnt what's there in current affairs in general. 

 

11.How do I crack the UPSC CSE in the first attempt while being under any 

circumstances? 

 

After getting multiple booster doses, you may feel that what rubbish I'm talking. But I 

believe that in current scenarios where maximum Aspirants are motivated through short 

videos on YouTube and insta reels; The most important thing is- Not to be hyper positive. 

So yes it's possible to clear this exam in the very first attempt but this temperament *under 

any circumstances* comes under hyper positivity as per my experience of this journey. 

Because it may hamper your day to day Effectivity. As in this case, after each class, mock 

test, you'll be very happy if got good marks but will be mad if you're getting less marks let's 

say in consecutive mocks. Yeah, I saw this practically, so I put here. 

Now I would like to come on the way to prepare- 

Step 1- get sorted completely about - what next ? You should have a clear plan in your 

mind..ok…if I get the desired result then fine and if I don't then how I'll come back! 

Job…next attempt…. give up….. whatever may the possibility, you can think of…think… 

Step 2- 

https://www.quora.com/What-if-I-prepare-only-the-static-part-and-monthly-magazine-for-the-UPSC-prelims-Is-this-enough
https://www.quora.com/What-if-I-prepare-only-the-static-part-and-monthly-magazine-for-the-UPSC-prelims-Is-this-enough
https://www.quora.com/How-do-I-crack-the-UPSC-CSE-in-the-first-attempt-while-being-under-any-circumstances
https://www.quora.com/How-do-I-crack-the-UPSC-CSE-in-the-first-attempt-while-being-under-any-circumstances
https://www.quora.com/How-do-I-crack-the-UPSC-CSE-in-the-first-attempt-while-being-under-any-circumstances
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Preparation- Keywords Knowledge+ perfect strategy . Getting knowledge (content) 

through- coaching or self study! If coaching then what ! Online or offline. 

Step 3- Follow dedicatedly the schedule. Cross examining your performance on regular 

intervals. Keep your health on priority too. 

Rest all minute details about preparation, you can go through other answers on my profile. 

Good luck 

 

12.What are some good books for learning about government schemes and policies for the 

UPSC civil services exam? 

No need to take seperate book..try to find such schemes with related topics whatever you're 

studying during your preparation… 

Like 

At the time of reading Social issues notes/ book ; Try to write concerned 

happening/schemes at your notes or book itself…. 

Yes in the last if you want to revise then can just see pdfs of such compilation…easily 

available on open platforms..but make sure if you're not adding those with relevant topics.. 

it'll be more of a psychological burden. 

 

13.How can I prepare current affairs and editorials without reading newspapers as I 

am a working person and get only 4-5 hours a day for UPSC preparation? 

 

The very first point you have to understand the demand of this exam. What do you think, is 

the current affairs whole syllabus defined by UPSC? 

In present time many aspirants are getting confused. The reason is- Over loaded current 

affairs content by those masters who themselves never did well in this exam. We need to 

understand it. Otherwise after loosing multiple attempts, some day we'll realize that I was 

actually a reverse gear aspirant. 

The exact way to prepare is- 

Covering the static part holistically first. Then to think about current affairs. 

Example- For next 5–7 days, editorials about role of CJI are in almost each UPSC type 

newspaper. You're reading and watching such editorial happily because you're feeling good. 

Also current affairs magazines will be filled with details abouCJC....Butn the exam hall, you 

https://www.quora.com/What-are-some-good-books-for-learning-about-government-schemes-and-policies-for-the-UPSC-civil-services-exam
https://www.quora.com/What-are-some-good-books-for-learning-about-government-schemes-and-policies-for-the-UPSC-civil-services-exam
https://www.quora.com/What-are-some-good-books-for-learning-about-government-schemes-and-policies-for-the-UPSC-civil-services-exam
https://www.quora.com/What-are-some-good-books-for-learning-about-government-schemes-and-policies-for-the-UPSC-civil-services-exam
https://www.quora.com/How-can-I-prepare-current-affairs-and-editorials-without-reading-newspapers-as-I-am-a-working-person-and-get-only-4-5-hours-a-day-for-UPSC-preparation
https://www.quora.com/How-can-I-prepare-current-affairs-and-editorials-without-reading-newspapers-as-I-am-a-working-person-and-get-only-4-5-hours-a-day-for-UPSC-preparation
https://www.quora.com/How-can-I-prepare-current-affairs-and-editorials-without-reading-newspapers-as-I-am-a-working-person-and-get-only-4-5-hours-a-day-for-UPSC-preparation
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get a question from subordinate court/village court.. Did you understand what I was trying 

to say!!!!? 

Now think about other way. Suppose you've completed polity topic from lakshmikant well. 

Then that news will be just two seconds information for you. For which reverse gear 

aspirants spent whole week. 

If you're covered for static part well. Then you yourself will minimise the time taken for 

current affairs. There will be no need for getting suggestions from others. You cab just 

ignore many articles. Good one you can cover from some websites like INSIGHTS IAS… 

Reading newspaper is necessary .in the starting just for awareness and with covering static 

parts you'll be really able to understand..what to grab and what to leave. 

Note- I myself did both of the above ways . So I realized it later on after first attempt failure. 

Decision is yours. 

 

 

14.What’s the difference between PT365 and Current Affairs of Vision IAS? 

some aspirants are not capable enough to recollect and rearrange the information from 

monthly current affairs magazines. Whereas Vision has professionals to compile . 

So the difference is 

PT365merely a compilation of current affairs monthly magazines chapterwise 

 

 

15.How do I reduce time on The Hindu for the UPSC? I am a college student. 

Have you ever thought, why you're taking much time in reading The Hindu? There may be n 

number of reasons behind it. The most common is- 

Without covering the static part syllabus like history, economics, geography, polity and all, 

aspirants start reading news paper. Basically this is a market propaganda to create big customer 

base. Sorry but it's the harsh reality. Many aspiratns start reading current affairs first and they're 

trapped into concepts and takes time to cover that. 

Advise- Just see, what you're learning through current affairs? Let's say there is a news regarding 

RTI in judiciary. You read this article for two hours, then summaries it according to your 

knowledge at that time. Now think about the other aspects; if you've already done polity and 

governance chapter in your syllabus then this news is just 5 seconds news for you. 

I have put my points according to my understanding. Rest if something differs then you're 

welcome to put here your views too. 

https://www.quora.com/What%E2%80%99s-the-difference-between-PT365-and-Current-Affairs-of-Vision-IAS
https://www.quora.com/What%E2%80%99s-the-difference-between-PT365-and-Current-Affairs-of-Vision-IAS
https://www.quora.com/How-do-I-reduce-time-on-The-Hindu-for-the-UPSC-I-am-a-college-student
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16.What must I not read to save time and energy during the preparation of the UPSC? 

I won't write a long answer because yes this exam needs perfect startegy and the point is to 

avoid unnecessary advise. 

You have to understand the demand of exam and once you understood the demand, you 

yourself will understand what not to study. Believe this funda and don't be trapped into 

fallacy. 

Rule is to follow- 

https://www.quora.com/What-must-I-not-read-to-save-time-and-energy-during-the-preparation-of-the-UPSC
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Edited: Someone asked to put focus on analysing PYQs.. 
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Answer- 

For example- reading of the chapter PREAMBLE from book. You just read, without any idea 

what's to retain after reading..just enjoy the first reading 

Now 

See PYQs 

After seeing PYQs you'll realise what are those points in the chapter PREAMBLE which I have 

to grab by heart. 

Now go back to the chapter PREAMBLE again. Now you won't simply read it. You'll actually 

analyse it like okay …what is meant by justice and what kind of justice..or where opportunity 

weights something…this is called analysis 

Now go back to PYQs of this chapter again. This time you'll be analysing PYQs..like okay till 

now this much has been asked related with preamble and now what the next can be 

asked..this is more of mental exercise. You won't be able to guess exact question in this 

Analysis but such mental exercise helps you in exam hall. Keeps you cool..natter how tough 

paper is set. 

 

17.I made NCERT Class 11th Polity short notes during my second reading of it? Is it 

good to make notes at this stage since I am in 3rd year of Engineering? 

 

Hello dear aspirant, I would like to give a detailed and logical answer for the question. If it 

seems satisfactory, you may like it. Otherwise you can ignore. 

https://www.quora.com/I-made-NCERT-Class-11th-Polity-short-notes-during-my-second-reading-of-it-Is-it-good-to-make-notes-at-this-stage-since-I-am-in-3rd-year-of-Engineering
https://www.quora.com/I-made-NCERT-Class-11th-Polity-short-notes-during-my-second-reading-of-it-Is-it-good-to-make-notes-at-this-stage-since-I-am-in-3rd-year-of-Engineering
https://www.quora.com/I-made-NCERT-Class-11th-Polity-short-notes-during-my-second-reading-of-it-Is-it-good-to-make-notes-at-this-stage-since-I-am-in-3rd-year-of-Engineering
https://www.quora.com/I-made-NCERT-Class-11th-Polity-short-notes-during-my-second-reading-of-it-Is-it-good-to-make-notes-at-this-stage-since-I-am-in-3rd-year-of-Engineering
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18.How can someone analyse the UPSC previous year questions subject-wise deeply? 

It's good that you didn't mention prelim/main specific analysis of PYQs. So I'm motivated to 

answer it in a comprehensive way. As we're aware about that CSE needs an approach where 

you have to be very clear about what's needed and when to stop. Should I prepare for 

Preliminary exam only for six months and then next six months for main exam only? 

Questions like this can also be addressed in the answer, I guess. 

Now let's start it through different segments. Assuming that you are fully prepared mentally 

to travel on the CSE journey, No matter what hurdles come in between. 

Note- Without reading twice, you will not be capable of analysing PYQs. Yes you read 

correct. CSE questions are mostly conceptual in nature ( Because, Not one word answers like 

other exams). So first complete that topic/subject then see PYQs , again read that topic and 

now go for analysing PYQs. So I hope you followed these steps and now I'm going to 

answer- 

#SUBJECTWISE 

Segment 1- INDIAN POLITY : Important part of syllabus for whole CSE preparation. 

#Prelim- Try to get PYQs chapter wise. Example : Let's say , I have read PREAMBLE chapter. 

Now I should try to do queations over it . After two rounds, you'll realise that those 

questions can be answered with a fixed set of knowledge. You need to carry this fixed set of 

Knowledge throughout the preparation. 

So how it helps? Once you are confident enough, half of the battle is already won by you. 

Maximum aspirants always running to find new set of information, as they see some new 

Question and it's never ending process. So after fixing your set of information, you can go 

for multiple revisions of the same and it boosts your confidence. 

Main exam- Attach some point there in the chapter only, how you'll use that chapter specific 

knowledge in answer writing. For general studies papers, upsc rarely asks specific topic 

Question (that is required for optional) . Example 

Question- Write down all provisions which you see in PREAMBLE of Constitution of India.( 

Not expected in GS) 

Question- India's acceptance of supervision powers of USA in it's internal matters, is against 

the motive of Constitution of India. Comment. 

So here you need to use PREAMBLE knowledge…like why the word SOVEREIGN is put in the 

constitution with your analytical commentary over it. 

https://www.quora.com/How-can-someone-analyse-the-UPSC-previous-year-questions-subject-wise-deeply
https://www.quora.com/How-can-someone-analyse-the-UPSC-previous-year-questions-subject-wise-deeply
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We must analyse PYQs chapter wise because it helps us to think in a comprehensive 

manner. 

Example- Article 108 Prelims and Main exam, CSE Question 
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#HISTORY 
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Ancient and medieval ( As not mentioned in main syllabus, it's only for Preliminary) , But if 

you see closely PYQs, you'll come to know that in the name of Art and Culture, it's used in 

main exam too. 

So when you are studying this , you should always read it as one extra dimension of art n 

culture for main too. Like 

If you see Preliminary queation( some statement given in queation) 

White marble is used in Buland Darwaja? 

Now when you read medieval history gor Preliminary, add these points for main too. 

Main question- White marble is extensively used in Mughal buildings whereas it's almost 

absent in British era buildings. Elucidate. 

Therefore, I advise to analyse PYQs of pre and main on completing the syllabus of History. 

Economics- The same process as above. 

Geography- The same process as above. 

Essay- By analysing previous years, you can better prepare a strategy about your strong 

points. Like you are good in philosophical essays or essays related with Science and Tech. 

Language Papers in Main exam- 

English compulsory- See some previous years papers. Try to write those without any study 

as those are of tenth standard only. After it if you think you need to do some work, start 

doing that. Don't worry mucu about reading grammar portion, as those are not of much 

worth. You can see PYQ. 
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Optional language Paper- Same above. 
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Now we try to come at some extra subject, which we call as CURRENT AFFAIRS. 

See previous years questions, only when you have completed above portions ( STATIC part) . 

Now you are capable of analysing it. Now UPSC asks questions sometimes which were in 

news two years back. But those aren't much in number. If you have completed syllabus in 

good manner. It's almost handeled easily. Like if you read economics from uodates notes, 

then nothing to worry about current again of two years back, as it's already added in your 

notes. 

For topics like Art n culture, nothing much to worry about current again. 

I hope this will help you. If yes, please leave your words in the comments s 

 

19.Is Ghatna Chakra good for UPSC preparation? 

It depends on your analysis. Those can be best source of you use those wisely. 

How to use? 

Polity : Best one…how questions are asked in upsc or in other exams are given topic wise. So 

whenever you have completed Lakshmikant once, now prepare through ghatna chakra. 

Revise it on regular intervals. It will help you in generating confidence about the studied 

topic. 

History: Good but don't try to remember all questions as state pcs required. Good questions 

from PSC also you can look upon. 

Geography- Analyse questions. Don't remember. Because sometimes related with current 

affairs…so not much worry about it. 

Economics- I don't think it will help much. It's more about current affairs. Better to go with 

Mrunal Sir class notes. 

Science and others- not that much highly required. Just give some glimpses. 

Hope it will help you. 

Good luck 
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19.Is it advisable to stick to institute and class notes only 

instead of going for standard books for the UPSC if one is 

enrolled in a coaching centre? 

I've tried to put my analysis. Obviously it's based on experience and may differ. But I'm sure, if 

you read it without any stereotypes, you'll find the answer. 
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So how to check?? 
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See previous years questions and analyse those well. Try to get that are you able to do the 

questions based on notes. Special suggestions. Prelims questions cannot define the depth because 

many teachers add those in their classnotes after the exam. So you must analyse those in 

details,not only answers. 

Still I'll suggest you to follow CROSS-CHECK always. 

 

 

20.I won't qualify Prelims 2022 and my Mains preparation is not up to the mark 

despite preparing for one year. Should I invest all my energy in CAPF AC 2022? 

 

Dear aspirant, can I ask you a counter question, if you permit? 

At this point of time, why you've this feeling that you won't qualify the preliminary exam 

2022????? 

See, I'll say that it happens with everyone. Everyone who's serious for this exam. Just before 

preliminary exam, such feelings sparked. I'm not saying that you have to take this attempt 

for sure. It completely depends on your analysis of your preparation. 

I would like to suggest you something here- 

If you want to save your attempt and by being honest to yourself about your preparation 

shortcomings, then you can drop it and . But I'll suggest again that you must prepare for 5th 

june. Because by saving 5–6 days, you cannot become more eligible for CAPF. Whereas if 

you bound yourself to 5th june exam then such pressure handling exercise is precious and 

no test series can give you such opportunity to prepare for any doomsday. Again, if you 

wanna drop it today only, then you can do so. 

If you have selected attempts remaining and by dropping the paper nothing positive you'll 

gain then you should test yourself for sure at this preliminary. 

What you said about mains preparation, I can say this feeling is with all aspirants. Many 

thinks that I don't have adequate preparation so i shouldn't go gor attempt. Even at your 

last attempt, this feeling will be with you. Because this is the exam demand and yes it tests 

and plays much with pshychology. If this is the case then you must try hard for this prelims. 

Please don't take it otherwise but as senior I tried to put the reality. rest is yours. 

Keep smiling 

 

 

https://www.quora.com/I-wont-qualify-Prelims-2022-and-my-Mains-preparation-is-not-up-to-the-mark-despite-preparing-for-one-year-Should-I-invest-all-my-energy-in-CAPF-AC-2022
https://www.quora.com/I-wont-qualify-Prelims-2022-and-my-Mains-preparation-is-not-up-to-the-mark-despite-preparing-for-one-year-Should-I-invest-all-my-energy-in-CAPF-AC-2022
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21.How do I link current affairs with GS papers in UPSC Mains paper? 

  

I have tried my best to answer your question . Please go through the words and I hope 

you’ll feel good and satisfied. uploaded images) .  

https://www.quora.com/How-do-I-link-current-affairs-with-GS-papers-in-UPSC-Mains-paper
https://www.quora.com/How-do-I-link-current-affairs-with-GS-papers-in-UPSC-Mains-paper
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Keep learning keep growing. 

 

 

22.How should I complete note making from a newspaper if it takes 4 hours to read 

and write for the UPSC? 

 

I may differ from your expected answer. But I'll put my way of learning and obviously I 

observed and found it logical. So here is the strategy and answer. 

https://powerofbooks.quora.com/How-should-I-complete-note-making-from-a-newspaper-if-it-takes-4-hours-to-read-and-write-for-the-UPSC
https://powerofbooks.quora.com/How-should-I-complete-note-making-from-a-newspaper-if-it-takes-4-hours-to-read-and-write-for-the-UPSC
https://powerofbooks.quora.com/How-should-I-complete-note-making-from-a-newspaper-if-it-takes-4-hours-to-read-and-write-for-the-UPSC
https://powerofbooks.quora.com/How-should-I-complete-note-making-from-a-newspaper-if-it-takes-4-hours-to-read-and-write-for-the-UPSC
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Why I advise like this because aspirants are always in worry of learning more more but they 

forget that they'll have keep all that in mind so that it can be used or revised at the hectic 

schedule of actual main exam of CSE. 

Always read that much as can be revised and carried in mind to exam hall. That's the only 

key to keep yourself at the right track. 

   

24.How many days before the UPSC Preliminary exam papers are set? 

 

I can understand the base of your question. Not you only, almost each aspirant has this 

question before the exam as to be sure about upto which month, he/she has to follow or 

cover the current affairs. am I right? Please correct me if I'm wrong. 

I never found any such exact information ftom upsc side in public domain and yeah on 

rumours, I never believe. 

So as far as current affairs are concerned, I used to cover 3–4 months back tp exam. Let's say 

exam in june,l 2022, I would cover till February 2022 current affairs. Never bothered about 

one question if asked from left months current affairs. But qualified multiple prelims with my 

set of knowledge. 

Rest- Generally I heared that paper is set before 1.5–2 months before exam. If I say about IIT 

JEE, then questions are set throughout the year by different professor in different iits. Finally 

they select and make one paper. Probably this may be the process here too. 

 

 

Please go through the answer. I hope it would help you. I've experienced, analyzed, got 

results in UPSC CSE, then I'm recommending in decoded form today. Please ignore, if it 

doesn't fulfill your demand. If it works, please try to appreciate. 

https://www.quora.com/How-many-days-before-the-UPSC-Preliminary-exam-papers-are-set?no_redirect=1
https://www.quora.com/How-many-days-before-the-UPSC-Preliminary-exam-papers-are-set?no_redirect=1
https://www.quora.com/I-have-already-read-Vision-monthly-magazine-Should-I-revise-each-month-Vision-IAS-magazine-of-the-last-1-year-or-read-PT-365-only
https://www.quora.com/I-have-already-read-Vision-monthly-magazine-Should-I-revise-each-month-Vision-IAS-magazine-of-the-last-1-year-or-read-PT-365-only
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Note: All of above observations are based on my own understanding. Except the year 2016–

17 by luck or anything else, this current affairs brand is highlighted. After then, UPSC played 
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it's game and it's going on every coming year. So you can believe why I have decoded like 

this. 

 

 

 

25.Can we prepare for the Civil Services Preliminary Exam in just 1 month with the 

help of the coaching material? 

 

Sometimes I’m surprised who are those who asks such question. But okay m everything is 

possible in the era of social media and the reason behind this is MOTIVATIONAL FACTORIES 

running on YouTube. 

Please don’t mind but my answer is …NO…you cannot prepare. Rather you can save this 

month and add it to the preparation period of the next attempt . 

 

 

 

 

26.How do I study history for UPSC? There are just too many things to remember. How do 

you remember all those details? 

 

Part 1- Study 

I would like to answer this question specially for those aspirants who’re from non history 

(humanities) background . Honestly speaking, I had no interest in reading social sciences during 

my schools/college. I always focused on science streams as a traditional meritorious(so called 

but not in reality I guess) student. The more worst I had during my IIT Delhi days. But………… 

When I started preparing for civil services, I had to change my attitude. Now the very first 

question in my mind was , How? 

To answer the above ‘how’, I focused deeply on understanding the “demand of examination”. So 

how to do so? I took PYQs collection for both Preliminary and Main examination. Tried to 

segregate questions as chapterwise after doing first round study and second revision of history 

from my source. 

Modern History- 

Aspirant should read a particular text book like Palassey to partition or Vipin Chandra or 

anyother. Why ? to have a feeling of the chronology, theme of each chapter, …….. After reading 

this book, you may prepare your own notes/ can take classnotes of any coaching institute/some 

https://waytolbsnaa.quora.com/Can-we-prepare-for-the-Civil-Services-Preliminary-Exam-in-just-1-month-with-the-help-of-the-coaching-material
https://waytolbsnaa.quora.com/Can-we-prepare-for-the-Civil-Services-Preliminary-Exam-in-just-1-month-with-the-help-of-the-coaching-material
https://waytolbsnaa.quora.com/Can-we-prepare-for-the-Civil-Services-Preliminary-Exam-in-just-1-month-with-the-help-of-the-coaching-material
https://waytolbsnaa.quora.com/Can-we-prepare-for-the-Civil-Services-Preliminary-Exam-in-just-1-month-with-the-help-of-the-coaching-material
https://www.quora.com/How-do-I-study-history-for-UPSC-There-are-just-too-many-things-to-remember-How-do-you-remember-all-those-details
https://www.quora.com/How-do-I-study-history-for-UPSC-There-are-just-too-many-things-to-remember-How-do-you-remember-all-those-details
https://www.quora.com/How-do-I-study-history-for-UPSC-There-are-just-too-many-things-to-remember-How-do-you-remember-all-those-details
https://www.quora.com/How-do-I-study-history-for-UPSC-There-are-just-too-many-things-to-remember-How-do-you-remember-all-those-details
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spectrum type facts containg booklet. I took yellow booklet of Nirman IAS and it worked 

wonder for me. 

exercise - Solve PYQs , practice some sectional tests(but don’t try to follow mock tests blindly 

as they overhyped the preparation. better to create your base on the actual demand of exam. 

PYQs 

keep revising those just liike some of your favourite movie as to reatain the chronology. 

Here is an exercise of some topics to help you: 
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Post Independence - 
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I just watched the series Pradhanmantri season 1 on ABP news. I framed my mind and usually 

used that in my conversations so as to inculcate it in my personality. Believe me , yes it needs to 

be inculcated for all rounds of this examination. 

Medieval & Ancient- You can read NCERTs or any book for feeling of events . At the end of the 

day , you have to go for intelligent guessing. I took a book Kiran publication .facts at one place, 

revised it multiple times. 

This is the most annoying part in preparation. I tried many sources initially, but couldn't find 

those helpful. Then I found this kiran publication book (pointer types) 
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I decided to do Ratta maar from this only. Practicing from PYQs to get an idea what to read. 
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Eliminating wrong options (helpful). 

Mains also, I could write from this book only. Art n culture part. 

See, 

Good strategy is- no panic should be created. One single source (may be hectic/bulky) , gives 

you confidence and mostly before exam to revise….. 

Art& Culture- Take any classnotes, rest you can read it multiple times . intelligent guessing 

again works here too. 
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To Remember- 
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accept the fact that yes it’s needed and we’ll have to do it. I personally used to solve questions 

/quizzes randomly. Recalling on Walking. 

World History- take a classnotes, have understanding of topic. Concisely wrote on few pages and 

remembered . In GS1 MAIN , nothing to panic , take it easy . harldy one or two questions may 

come . But understanding of world history helps us in personality building and essay writing . 

also using some points in GS4 answers logically. 

How intelligent guessing works- 

Earlier I used to think that this intelligent guessing is only for intelligent aspirants. But believe 

me I was completely wrong and I am the one who proved me wrong. 

How ? 

Earlier I was much concerned about collecting information as much as I can. 

I used to run away from solving PYQs as it demotivated me because was not able to solve. Made 

myself satisfied by saying that current affairs questions from PYQs , how I can solve those 

correctly as I have been reading current affairs only for last year or some months. 

Never took any test series. Some of my friends suggested me that upsc doesn't frame so tough 

questions as these test series have. So by solving test series, you will be demotivated only 

nothing else. How fool I was, I blindly followed their advice to keep my confidence maintained. 

For my static part, I always worried in solving questions. I used to think that I haven't enough 

knowledge, may be this particular question is out of my notes/book. So loose guessing you 

increase number of attempted questions. 

After failure, l learnt. 

Take a complete break. Re start your journey. Now see some selected candidates strategies and 

took best points out of those. Obviously with your gut feeling and common sense. 

So what I did new? 

Completing the static part from same notes (previously followed) and now with this confidence 

that I have covered enough and as equal as other aspirants. Analysed PYQs(subtopics wise). 

Learnt that believing on yourself and eliminating options from out of my notes points or some 

very new and absurd options, will make me comfortable in the exam hall. Yeah it worked well. 

Now I don't think to read more but I believe in revising my notes/book again n again. Trying to 

solve questions with set of points, I have. 

Solving MCQs . Random test papers from vajiram, vision, gs score, insight or others. No matter 

how many I did wrong. What I learnt from this- 

“Intelligent guessing” 
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1- Finding that point in given statements, which I studied. It is easy when long questions or many 

statements are there. I used to get at least one from my knowledge bank.with this I tried to 

conclude- okay that particular statement (let's say third one), I need in correct choice. 

Eliminating others which don't have that statement. 
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questions with two statements ( let's say both are from another planet. Means I have no Idea) . 

Now I'll use some 'child like mind' 
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CSE 2020, there were three terms. One was 'baniyan'. I read it's hindi version first and had not 

clue as it was written as ' Beniyan'. But in the second round suddenly it clicked that it's like 

baniyaan(laala shopkeeper type). I got it correct as it was written as merchant type of some 

statement and to match. So sometimes from history I do it as terms based questions are 

frequently asked now a days. 
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https://www.quora.com/Should-one-join-a-coaching-center-after-the-prelims-for-the-Mains-exam
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27.Should one join a coaching center after the prelims for the Mains exam? 

 

An aspirant cannot see prelims and mains as seperate exam preparation. When you start 

your cse preparation, you study and prepare for the topic. 

IF you’re going to qualify prelims , it means you have prepared well for topics in syllabus. 

The left part may be - 

1- Optional preparation, if partially prepared then can join for completing the remaining 

part. 

2- haven’t done answer writing till the day, can join some program for it. Like I took 15 

classes in Forum IAS. 

3-CURRENT AFFAIRS INTEGRATION TYPE OF PROGRAMS YOU CAN JOIN. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

28.How do I prepare for environment and ecology for the UPSC sources and strategy? 

I've prepared the answer through my diary. 

Please avoid if doesn't work. It's my experience and learnings which worked for me in UPSC. 

So here it is…. 

https://www.quora.com/Should-one-join-a-coaching-center-after-the-prelims-for-the-Mains-exam
https://www.quora.com/Should-one-join-a-coaching-center-after-the-prelims-for-the-Mains-exam
https://www.quora.com/How-do-I-prepare-for-environment-and-ecology-for-the-UPSC-sources-and-strategy
https://www.quora.com/How-do-I-prepare-for-environment-and-ecology-for-the-UPSC-sources-and-strategy
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, 
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https://upsc13.quora.com/Did-you-criss-cross-in-your-UPSC-Mains-answer-sheet-Any-suggestions-to-eliminate-such-happenings
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29.Did you criss-cross in your UPSC Mains answer sheet? Any suggestions to eliminate 

such happenings? 

 

Whatever drawing you do , you’ll have to be in the prescribed sapce of that particular 

answer. 

Yes it happened with one of my friend during main exam in GS Paper1. He misunderstood 

the question and wrote approx half of the page. When he realized , he just crossed by a 

single line . 

Now, he only managed the actual answer(whatever concised) in the left space. 

 

 

30.Which chapter from science and math from XI and XII syllabus should I learn for 

the harder questions of the UPSC? 

I'm going to write an answer which is going to be against many established methods. But 

with this strategy, I've qualified for multiple prelims UPSC CSE. So you can trust on this 

strategy. As we all know that this CSE examination is of knowledge+strategy. 

CSAT 

https://upsc13.quora.com/Did-you-criss-cross-in-your-UPSC-Mains-answer-sheet-Any-suggestions-to-eliminate-such-happenings
https://upsc13.quora.com/Did-you-criss-cross-in-your-UPSC-Mains-answer-sheet-Any-suggestions-to-eliminate-such-happenings
https://www.quora.com/Which-chapter-from-science-and-math-from-XI-and-XII-syllabus-should-I-learn-for-the-harder-questions-of-the-UPSC
https://www.quora.com/Which-chapter-from-science-and-math-from-XI-and-XII-syllabus-should-I-learn-for-the-harder-questions-of-the-UPSC
https://www.quora.com/Which-chapter-from-science-and-math-from-XI-and-XII-syllabus-should-I-learn-for-the-harder-questions-of-the-UPSC
https://www.quora.com/Which-chapter-from-science-and-math-from-XI-and-XII-syllabus-should-I-learn-for-the-harder-questions-of-the-UPSC
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———++++++++++———- 
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Science 

———-+++++++++———— 

No need to read again science for 11th 12th. Just take some class notes of any coaching 

from photocopy shops. 

Then 

Just read from current affairs monthly magazine. Keep updating for each topic. 

For prelim special, you can read my answer- 

“How to improve intelligent guessing in UPSC prelims.” 

 

 

31.How do I prepare in the last 40 days before the UPSC 

prelims 2022? 

As a teacher, I have been consistently trying to be a good aspirant again in my life. I try to 

recall all my tried and tested techniques which gave me good results in my UPSC CSE 

journey. So 

Here it is …. 
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https://www.quora.com/Which-chapter-from-science-and-math-from-XI-and-XII-syllabus-should-I-learn-for-the-harder-questions-of-the-UPSC
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32.Which chapter from science and math from XI and XII syllabus should I learn for 

the harder questions of the UPSC? 

 

I'm going to write an answer which is going to be against many established methods. But 

with this strategy, I've qualified for multiple prelims UPSC CSE. So you can trust on this 

strategy. As we all know that this CSE examination is of knowledge+strategy. 

CSAT————— 

———++++++ 

https://www.quora.com/Which-chapter-from-science-and-math-from-XI-and-XII-syllabus-should-I-learn-for-the-harder-questions-of-the-UPSC
https://www.quora.com/Which-chapter-from-science-and-math-from-XI-and-XII-syllabus-should-I-learn-for-the-harder-questions-of-the-UPSC
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———++++++++++———- 
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Science 

———-+++++++++———— 

No need to read again science for 11th 12th. Just take some class notes of any coaching 

from photocopy shops. 

Then 

Just read from current affairs monthly magazine. Keep updating for each topic. 

 

33.Where can I take a daily mock test for prelims and also, if possible, for the Mains 

while preparing for the UPSC, as it will help? 

Better to buy mock papers of some reliable institutes from photocopy shops in Mukherji 

Nagar or ORN… 

If you live outside Delhi, still you can ask them via courier service. 

Then with these hard copies, choose one place other than your study room for two hours/3 

hours solving paper just like in exam hall. Please note that such practices improves your 

chances of getting selected/ good results. 

 

 

34.How can I study for UPSC? When it is against my will? 

I had long 5 lectures on Saturday, Mentoring calls with UPSC aspirants were also took place. 

When at the last lecture at 7pm , when the body was out of stock from the side of energy to 

speak more, I left my office one hour before compared to other days. Decided to postpone 

all scheduled phone calls of for mentoring students. But around 8 pm, after a tea and road 

side moth kauchauri near Hanuman Mandir,Old Palam road Delhi cant, a new vibe came and 

triggered me to take all calls and yes I took those. Also finished writing some good quality 

answers on quora and still it's on. 

I'm sorry for such long introduction to answer you. But I believe that you're an honest soul. 

Because those vibes I got from your question itself. So I'm eager to answer it. Please ignore 

of it's gone otherwise. 

I was doing research in pure mathematics around the year 2011–12. My friend who also my 

guardian as he afforded my studies expenses. He had a wish to see me as an IAS officer. 

Honestly speaking I had no interest in such administration jobs. But against my will, I started 

preparing for civil services. Faced lot of ups downs during different three stages of this 

exam.( You can read UPSC journey upendra Singh if you wish) . 

https://www.quora.com/Where-can-I-take-a-daily-mock-test-for-prelims-and-also-if-possible-for-the-Mains-while-preparing-for-the-UPSC-as-it-will-help
https://www.quora.com/Where-can-I-take-a-daily-mock-test-for-prelims-and-also-if-possible-for-the-Mains-while-preparing-for-the-UPSC-as-it-will-help
https://www.quora.com/Where-can-I-take-a-daily-mock-test-for-prelims-and-also-if-possible-for-the-Mains-while-preparing-for-the-UPSC-as-it-will-help
https://www.quora.com/Where-can-I-take-a-daily-mock-test-for-prelims-and-also-if-possible-for-the-Mains-while-preparing-for-the-UPSC-as-it-will-help
https://www.quora.com/How-can-I-study-for-UPSC-When-it-is-against-my-will
https://www.quora.com/How-can-I-study-for-UPSC-When-it-is-against-my-will
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But believe me, this process taught me so much that I'm completely a different personality 

at present. Have been working with multiple agencies and platforms but never got fatigued 

mentally. I get appreciations usually from all my office seniors as well as supporting staff. My 

model of governance with Govt of Uttar Pradesh gives me new ways to cheer my life. Please 

ignore if anything annoying but I have this only to share. You know my director Vivek Sir 

always says that upendra your upsc efforts are Really more than any package of training. 

Now you can understand why I started the answer like that. 

You know this UPSC journey teaches you- 

How to be consistent 

How to do things which are out of your interest at that point of time but will be highly 

appreciated later on. 

How to accept that- Upendra no Matter you got AIR under 50 to get into IIT but you're 

completely a simple graduate here and to walk with others. Even a simple student from 

humanities can teach you more than your IIT courses. 

A good listener 

Always ready to restart. Success failure success failure…….. 

Never hesitate from taking new responsibilities. 

…………………. 

Many such attributes are bi product of this preparation. 

I'll not suggest you to start this preparation. But only I tried to put my thoughts that even 

though it was against my will but it resulted into something which I couldn't even think of 

without this preparation. 
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35.How should I plan my further preparation after failing twice in Civil services prelims? I 

did self study and also used online platform (u*****y). Should I go to Delhi and join some 

good institute overthere to boost my preparation and get a direction? 

 

Dear Aspirant, I'll suggest you to talk with some Mentor or senior in person. Don't take advise so 

lightly. Although I can write a lot but after talking to thousands of UPSC Aspirants, I feel that 

each individual had same problem but constraints of that problem were completely different. So 

on one message over the quora cannot decide anything better for you. 

Rest is your choice. 

If you want to talk to me, my number is mentioned in my profile. Or you can meet me at Insights 

IAS, Karol Bagh Delhi. 

https://waytolbsnaa.quora.com/How-should-I-plan-my-further-preparation-after-failing-twice-in-Civil-services-prelims-I-did-self-study-and-also-used-o
https://waytolbsnaa.quora.com/How-should-I-plan-my-further-preparation-after-failing-twice-in-Civil-services-prelims-I-did-self-study-and-also-used-o
https://waytolbsnaa.quora.com/How-should-I-plan-my-further-preparation-after-failing-twice-in-Civil-services-prelims-I-did-self-study-and-also-used-o
https://waytolbsnaa.quora.com/How-should-I-plan-my-further-preparation-after-failing-twice-in-Civil-services-prelims-I-did-self-study-and-also-used-o
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36.What if I prepare only the static part and monthly magazine for the UPSC prelims? 

Is this enough? 

Let's write a GS answer type for your question. 

“Current affairs is just an application of the knowledge gained through static part.” 

Now ask a simple question from you- 

If I learn driving concept through proper training, practically driving on roads, Then how 

many different kinds of four wheelers (brand wise) we should drive????????? 

Either you use swift dezire, Scorpio, BMW……and learn just features of all these barnds or 

you just keep driving your swift dezire only but focus on- how to follow traffic rules, how to 

control vehicle in any emergency, how to take care of maintenance of your vehicle………… 

You got the answer!!!!! 

That's the same with UPSC preparation. 

Once you've done properly the static part. By following some monthly magazine, you just 

learnt what's there in current affairs in general. 

 

37.What is the recommended number of mocks a student should take before writing the 

IAS Main exam? 

Number of mocks!!! rather I'll suggest to simulate the exam. 

Join a test series module comprises of atleast 3*4 GS Test papers (full length) + 3 essays. 

Write these in 3 iterations. 

Iteration1 

Day1essay ,daY2 GS1&2 day 3GS3&4 

After 12–15 days 

Iteration2 

After 10 days 

Iteration3 

……… 

https://www.quora.com/What-if-I-prepare-only-the-static-part-and-monthly-magazine-for-the-UPSC-prelims-Is-this-enough
https://www.quora.com/What-if-I-prepare-only-the-static-part-and-monthly-magazine-for-the-UPSC-prelims-Is-this-enough
https://www.quora.com/What-if-I-prepare-only-the-static-part-and-monthly-magazine-for-the-UPSC-prelims-Is-this-enough
https://www.quora.com/What-if-I-prepare-only-the-static-part-and-monthly-magazine-for-the-UPSC-prelims-Is-this-enough
https://www.quora.com/What-is-the-recommended-number-of-mocks-a-student-should-take-before-writing-the-IAS-Main-exam
https://www.quora.com/What-is-the-recommended-number-of-mocks-a-student-should-take-before-writing-the-IAS-Main-exam
https://www.quora.com/What-is-the-recommended-number-of-mocks-a-student-should-take-before-writing-the-IAS-Main-exam
https://www.quora.com/What-is-the-recommended-number-of-mocks-a-student-should-take-before-writing-the-IAS-Main-exam
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Rest is your choice. Because I have seen many Aspirants suffer in exam hall.. because of not 

adequately management of main exam schedule. 

 

38.How can I understand the demand of the questions in the UPSC CSE main exam 

answer writing? 

 

I'll suggest you to go through some answers or Synopsis of some questions. You can take 

help from Insights IAS secure synopsis. After that try to do the exercise which I tried to put 

in images… 

https://www.quora.com/How-can-I-understand-the-demand-of-the-questions-in-the-UPSC-CSE-main-exam-answer-writing
https://www.quora.com/How-can-I-understand-the-demand-of-the-questions-in-the-UPSC-CSE-main-exam-answer-writing
https://www.quora.com/How-can-I-understand-the-demand-of-the-questions-in-the-UPSC-CSE-main-exam-answer-writing
https://www.quora.com/How-can-I-understand-the-demand-of-the-questions-in-the-UPSC-CSE-main-exam-answer-writing
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Good luck 
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39.I have been preparing for the UPSC CSE since 2019, but unfortunately, I am not able to 

clear even prelims. I desperately need some way out of it because I'm in a flux now. What 

should I do? 

Although I could give you multiple ways through my learnings but I won't. Why! 

During mentoring such aspirants who gone through the same condition like; I observed that 

each of them have different sets of experience and issues associated with their preparation. 

Some may have good knowledge but didn't have skills to use that knowledge. 

Some had very good skills but they weren't disciplined towards brushing up those skills. 

Some had only one or two minor flaws in their preparation….. 

Please see images just for…how mentoring sorts such queries…different for each individual. 

So if I write each case details here still it'll not fulfill the demand of your question. 

I found each individual must go through some one on one Discussion with some good 

senior or guide. Try to search such. 

You can talk to me too. My number is mentioned in my profile. 

You can meet me at Insights IAS center Karol Bagh. When we meet and discuss, obviously 

your cross questions make everything crystal clear.. 

https://www.quora.com/I-have-been-preparing-for-the-UPSC-CSE-since-2019-but-unfortunately-I-am-not-able-to-clear-even-prelims-I-desperately-need-some-way-out-of-it-because-Im-in-a-flux-now-What-should-I-do
https://www.quora.com/I-have-been-preparing-for-the-UPSC-CSE-since-2019-but-unfortunately-I-am-not-able-to-clear-even-prelims-I-desperately-need-some-way-out-of-it-because-Im-in-a-flux-now-What-should-I-do
https://www.quora.com/I-have-been-preparing-for-the-UPSC-CSE-since-2019-but-unfortunately-I-am-not-able-to-clear-even-prelims-I-desperately-need-some-way-out-of-it-because-Im-in-a-flux-now-What-should-I-do
https://www.quora.com/I-have-been-preparing-for-the-UPSC-CSE-since-2019-but-unfortunately-I-am-not-able-to-clear-even-prelims-I-desperately-need-some-way-out-of-it-because-Im-in-a-flux-now-What-should-I-do
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https://www.quora.com/What-are-some-ways-to-get-rid-of-hand-pain-during-excessive-writing-in-the-UPSC-Mains
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40.What are some ways to get rid of hand pain during excessive writing in the UPSC 

Mains? 

Although I could type tye answer but I wanted to convey some message; catch it… 

https://www.quora.com/What-are-some-ways-to-get-rid-of-hand-pain-during-excessive-writing-in-the-UPSC-Mains
https://www.quora.com/What-are-some-ways-to-get-rid-of-hand-pain-during-excessive-writing-in-the-UPSC-Mains
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Many Aspirants are in the habit of digital notes making. They usually avoid writing amswers. 

They think that in the end they'll manage. But believe me,this results into disaster. 
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I advise you to read the image again. I knowingly write on paper so that you understand 

that writing writing writing…is the only key to be habitual of this pain. 

Believe me, this pain is so sweet after getting good marks in mains. 

Like when defence personnel returned from surgical strike,they felt the sweet pain. Pain of 

Training converts into proud and sweet. 

Good luck. 

 

41.Is it possible to prepare UPSC Mains in just 4 months? 

 

Yes it's possible. 

Provided that your optional is prepared at least 50%. 

Once you're qualified for prelims, it means you have prepared GS well already. Only need is 

to integrate that according to mains. How to do it ? 

https://www.quora.com/Is-it-possible-to-prepare-UPSC-Mains-in-just-4-months
https://www.quora.com/Is-it-possible-to-prepare-UPSC-Mains-in-just-4-months
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https://www.quora.com/What-is-the-best-source-of-knowledge-after-books-in-UPSC-preparation
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42.What is the best source of knowledge after books in UPSC preparation? 

Observations! 

Yes you read it correctly. 

As your question was- knowledge after usual syllabus books in UPSC. But I'll say- 

Usual syllabus books itself contains huge knowledge. Only thing is to have a keen 

observation. Let me take an example to make it more clear- 

For answer writing practice, I used to have some standard terms/ qualities from classnotes. 

In this way, I had something like 

To make any program/policy successful, we need to design on the basis of following keys: 

A: Align 

B: Belief 

C:Communicate 

D: Democratise 

E: Effectivity 

F: Follow up. 

I used to observe many things in life/ my steps for future or any ongoing responsibilities 

based on above 6 terms. I believe that's the definition of knowledge which enlightenes you 

to decide better at each step of life. Knowledge doesn't have a narrow meaning. Not only it 

works for an individual but for the maximum good for the society also. 

During pandemic and lockdowns, I thought to develop my own model to lift up a Panchayat 

through community participation (without the government aid). The first component of my 

model was to developing Government schools Upto 8th standard. 

What I said to myself! I'll use things from my answer writing practice for this initiative. After 

using the above 6 terms in my GS Paper 2, GS Paper 4 and Essay, I recollected my 

observations on the above points. 

I dicided- 

A: Align : ‘District' BSA to ‘block’ education officer to school that is ‘Panchayat’. Through all 

officials and responsible persons. 

https://www.quora.com/What-is-the-best-source-of-knowledge-after-books-in-UPSC-preparation
https://www.quora.com/What-is-the-best-source-of-knowledge-after-books-in-UPSC-preparation
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B: Belief. I dis back to back campaigning , arranging district officials meetings at school on 

every month. Formed a good team of Rural enthusiasts who were directionlesa but had 

guts/qualities to do something new for their Panchyat development. It resulted into 

developing a belief in people that these boys will make a change for sure and they also 

joined us fully or partially. 

C: Communicate. Earlier I used my Facebook for my teachings and IIT students problems 

solving issues. I usee this as a communication tool among all. Wrote details for each 

meeting and outcomings. Information Sharing…. 

D: Democratise. You can observe this too. After few months, our team was recognised at 

District level. Obviously boys of the team were from underprivileged sections, So higher 

class pseudo people started spreading rumours. Until unless, I didn't make it democratic, 

this would have been finished. 

E: For next step, Effectivity of the previous step must be on check. 

F: Without taking follow-ups, no model can be successful. 

I'm sorry for writing such long answer. But I hope through it, many aspirants will clear the 

clouds to get knowledge from extra planatory resources. 

Yes I was fond of reading other books also. But not in the Mindset of completing n number 

of books. Again the observation habit which we must learn during preparation increases 

your knowledge. Even if you're traveling in Metro train, you're more in the habit of- 

How such big projects are being managed, you can take just an example of security in 

metro.. 

You're taking lunch/dinner at dhava (50 rs thali), you Actually can develop EMPATHY in your 

personality by observing how poor conditions of those workers at dhava. No I won't suggest 

you to be a social reformer but you can come up with some start-up like zomato. Who 

thought this before ten years back?? 

………………………. 

I guess the syllabus and pattern of exam for UPSC is so Designed that you keep gaining 

knowledge. 

Good luck. 
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43.What is the recommended amount of time one should spend writing answers in the 

UPSC Mains exam? 

 

As we all know that knowledge cannot be converted into good results untill unless skills to 

apply that knowledge aren't developed and please accept that skills are acquired by regular 

practice. 

Hope, you have some clearity now over your questions. 

One cannot define that this much time is needed to be good in answer writing because it 

varies person to person. Some aspirants may have answer writing basics from their college 

background and obviously they may say that this much or that much amount of time is 

sufficient. But if you take it on you, you may face disaster in your exam. 

So what may be the exact way! 

You start following Insights IAS website secure initiative. They give some questions daily. 

What you can do is- 

https://www.quora.com/What-is-the-recommended-amount-of-time-one-should-spend-writing-answers-in-the-UPSC-Mains-exam
https://www.quora.com/What-is-the-recommended-amount-of-time-one-should-spend-writing-answers-in-the-UPSC-Mains-exam
https://www.quora.com/What-is-the-recommended-amount-of-time-one-should-spend-writing-answers-in-the-UPSC-Mains-exam
https://www.quora.com/What-is-the-recommended-amount-of-time-one-should-spend-writing-answers-in-the-UPSC-Mains-exam
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Initially try to write full Answers of some questions. You can do brain storming for some 

questions. Do this exercise daily. They also provide some hints on the next day. So you can 

add some value from those points in your answers. Keep a seperate notebook for answer 

writing. 

Keep following this exercise for at least a month. You'll have two things - 

Regularly you'll be improving your way of thinking. 

Management of time to write answers. 

After this you Analyse your level of preparation and submission even if you feel satisfied, still 

don't stop this exercise. It's not a waste of time. Rather it's an exercise which is gonna pay 

you as good results. 

………………………………………………………………………… 

If you want your answers evaluated, you just send your answers whatsapp at my number 

mentioned in my profile. It's for no money. 
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44.How many additional pages will be available for rough work in the answer booklet 

of the UPSC Mains Mathematics optional papers? Is there any ratio of pages per marks 

of a question? 

You can ask for those to the person on duty in your room.. I don't think any limitations for it. 

Experience- I didn't get any such candidate in my multiple mains with maths optional asking 

for such extra sheets. 

Reason- 

See, As you know that incase of optional - 

You have two sections, each containing 4 Questions. So paper contains total 8 questions. 

Out of which we have to answer 5 questions. Means space available for rest 3 questions can 

be used for rough work.(except question 1&5 which are compulsory). 

Note: you must be clear in the starting itself that which questions You're gonna attempt. 

Highlight those strictly , so that no misunderstanding occurs in the exam. Because ultimately 

you need to cross out blank pages which questions aren't attempted. 

Hope it helped. 

 

45.How many additional pages will be available for rough work in the answer booklet 

of the UPSC Mains Mathematics optional papers? Is there any ratio of pages per marks 

of a question? 

You can ask for those to the person on duty in your room.. I don't think any limitations for it. 

Experience- I didn't get any such candidate in my multiple mains with maths optional asking 

for such extra sheets. 

Reason- 

See, As you know that incase of optional - 

You have two sections, each containing 4 Questions. So paper contains total 8 questions. 

Out of which we have to answer 5 questions. Means space available for rest 3 questions can 

be used for rough work.(except question 1&5 which are compulsory). 

Note: you must be clear in the starting itself that which questions You're gonna attempt. 

Highlight those strictly , so that no misunderstanding occurs in the exam. Because ultimately 

you need to cross out blank pages which questions aren't attempted. 

Hope it helped. 

https://www.quora.com/How-many-additional-pages-will-be-available-for-rough-work-in-the-answer-booklet-of-the-UPSC-Mains-Mathematics-optional-papers-Is-there-any-ratio-of-pages-per-marks-of-a-question
https://www.quora.com/How-many-additional-pages-will-be-available-for-rough-work-in-the-answer-booklet-of-the-UPSC-Mains-Mathematics-optional-papers-Is-there-any-ratio-of-pages-per-marks-of-a-question
https://www.quora.com/How-many-additional-pages-will-be-available-for-rough-work-in-the-answer-booklet-of-the-UPSC-Mains-Mathematics-optional-papers-Is-there-any-ratio-of-pages-per-marks-of-a-question
https://www.quora.com/How-many-additional-pages-will-be-available-for-rough-work-in-the-answer-booklet-of-the-UPSC-Mains-Mathematics-optional-papers-Is-there-any-ratio-of-pages-per-marks-of-a-question
https://www.quora.com/How-many-additional-pages-will-be-available-for-rough-work-in-the-answer-booklet-of-the-UPSC-Mains-Mathematics-optional-papers-Is-there-any-ratio-of-pages-per-marks-of-a-question
https://www.quora.com/How-many-additional-pages-will-be-available-for-rough-work-in-the-answer-booklet-of-the-UPSC-Mains-Mathematics-optional-papers-Is-there-any-ratio-of-pages-per-marks-of-a-question
https://www.quora.com/How-many-additional-pages-will-be-available-for-rough-work-in-the-answer-booklet-of-the-UPSC-Mains-Mathematics-optional-papers-Is-there-any-ratio-of-pages-per-marks-of-a-question
https://www.quora.com/How-many-additional-pages-will-be-available-for-rough-work-in-the-answer-booklet-of-the-UPSC-Mains-Mathematics-optional-papers-Is-there-any-ratio-of-pages-per-marks-of-a-question
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46.How do I study the international organization and bilateral relations topic for the 

UPSC Mains 2022? 

I may differ from many established opinions. But I'll share only my strategy here. 

I firmly believe that although UPSC has set each such topic in syllabus but each topic has it's 

weightage in main exam CSE. We must aware about this fact. 

So I suggest you to first make yourself mentally prepared about those 3 days hectic 

schedule. Essay+ 4GS papers. 

No Matter you have prepared thousands books. But at those days, you'll hardly be able to 

recall these. So you must strategies your preparation from this angle. 

Answer- 

There will be two questions from IR in GS Paper 2. + You can use your IR knowledge at max 

one passage in your one essay and somewhere in GS 4 to support your arguments. 

Right???? 

If you're talking about mains 2022, then you must have cleared prelim. Right? So whatever 

you have prepared for prelims, just recall some solid points from that. Then you can watch 

this lecture to frame your mind/opinion. I watched this lecture multiple times and noted 

down keywords from it on just one page. Also my opinion is of S jaishankar+ GoI. I guess 

nothing more than this needed to write two good answers. 

https://www.quora.com/How-do-I-study-the-international-organization-and-bilateral-relations-topic-for-the-UPSC-Mains-2022
https://www.quora.com/How-do-I-study-the-international-organization-and-bilateral-relations-topic-for-the-UPSC-Mains-2022
https://www.quora.com/How-do-I-study-the-international-organization-and-bilateral-relations-topic-for-the-UPSC-Mains-2022
https://www.quora.com/How-do-I-study-the-international-organization-and-bilateral-relations-topic-for-the-UPSC-Mains-2022
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I followed this and got good marks in multiple mains. 

 

Rest is your decision 

 

https://www.quora.com/When-do-they-distribute-the-question-papers-during-the-UPSC-Mains-examinations-and-how-much-time-do-we-get-to-read-all-the-questions-and-decide-which-to-do
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47.When do they distribute the question papers during the UPSC Mains examinations, 

and how much time do we get to read all the questions and decide which to do? 

I'll just share a funny story from my first mains. 

Me and my friend were at the same center but in different rooms. On the second day that's 

for GS1&2. The teacher on duty in the room in which my friend was there, gave booklet 

before 8–9 minutes. My friend was very happy as they also started writing their answers 

before these much minutes. Person who wrote mains, can understand value of these 

minutes. But person on duty in my room was very tough, he didn't allow us to open the 

paper before the exact time. Also distributed papers just 2 minutes before time. 

My friend was happy on that day and I felt bit annoying (honest review). On the next day, 

you won't believe the story reversed. Hahahahh 

I hope you got the answer of the first part of the question. 

Second part- 

Mains exam is too hectic. You have to think and write at the same time. You cannot take 

time to read and decide which to write or not. It's like fast furious. 

Suggestions- 

Candidate must be ready for it and practice the test series in exact UPSC manner before the 

mains and make yourself habitual to manage everything during mains. 

Image: during my preparation days year2014–15 

 

48.What is a good strategy for the UPSC in 3 years? 
 

I'm trying to write a detailed answer. Hope it'll suffice. 

Still I'll add some other answers previously written. Or you can read those answers like how to 

analyse PYQs, how to add current affairs, how to write answers, how to prepare notes and all. 

You can also watch classes, screen shot attached in the last ,if you like or you can meet me too. 

So here is the answer 

https://www.quora.com/When-do-they-distribute-the-question-papers-during-the-UPSC-Mains-examinations-and-how-much-time-do-we-get-to-read-all-the-questions-and-decide-which-to-do
https://www.quora.com/When-do-they-distribute-the-question-papers-during-the-UPSC-Mains-examinations-and-how-much-time-do-we-get-to-read-all-the-questions-and-decide-which-to-do
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49.What should I do after the UPSC prelims 2022? 

 

I've tried to analyse all possibilities here. Suggest to read carefully. Hope it'll help you in 

decision making for future. 

https://www.quora.com/What-should-I-do-after-the-UPSC-prelims-2022
https://www.quora.com/What-should-I-do-after-the-UPSC-prelims-2022
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How to prepare for CSE Mains now?? 
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I tried to answer a question few days back 

The question was 

How can I write answers in the UPSC? There are lots of content we take from books, but 

how do we apply this particular information in a particular answer? 

Now my answer is- 

First of all, try to understand demand of exam. What I meant by it?See some UPSC previous 

years question papers and well framed answers by some seniors/teachers. 

Now write down some keywords on a paper like:1-Don't cross the peripheral of question 

asked.2- What I have studied.3- What I learnt in my daily life. Practical 

experiences/examples…4- See some conversation type programs on Rstv type channels.…. 

After all this, you'll realise that how much content you should carry for mains answer writing. 

e.g. From Polity, you will sum up the content in hardly 12–15 pages . Just framework/ bullet 

points. Example- Elections-Two three points ( Body like CEC related)Two three points for 

Election reforms.Two points from some report or your knowledge from daily life.Similar for 

JUDICIARY,……..Note- if you don't have such small notes then it will become very hectic for 

revising. Keep in mind those three days, five papers (GS& ESSAY).I'm adding here a sample 

for Governance notes, of 5–6 pages for mains. Whatever questions are there, I will try to use 

one of these. Like in this frame, I will try to put relevant points accordingly. 
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So this is how,we can keep our notes as short as possible. This makes your revision light and 

obviously you have to put answers within the word limit, so maximum 4–5 dimensions in an 

answer is possible to write. Smartly pick those points and revise many times. 

Good luck 

Answer writing evaluation : 

Yes, I can help you. You can send your answers and we’ll evaluate those. You can message 

me for further. Moreover, if you’re in Delhi, you can meet me and can discuss over answers 

in details about strategies. Nirman IAS, Mukherji Nagar 

 

something extra to tell you …. 

How tough and predictable was upsc cse mains 2021? 

toughness level<<<<<<<………..>>>>>>>unpredictability 

We as an aspirant are well known about this examination’s demand. Here toughness doesn’t 

imply answering questions need extra planatory knowledge and skills . Toughness directly 

linked to unpredictability of question papers . 
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So let’s understand it according to different papers- 

1- Essay- 

many people are saying that this year essays were completely philosophical . But I don’t 

think so. I have genuine reasons for it. UPSC doesn’t favour any specific stream. They put 

such essays of abstract nature because many candidates are following readymade strategies 

given by coaching modules. As per my understanding, essay paper is an examination where 

you’re free to float your ideas in maximum possible dimensions. During my mains 

preparation, I never followed instructions given by test evaluators. I just expressed my 

feelings about that particular essay. Although statements were abstract but we had to write 

as an essay should be written in general. 

credibility: I got one of Highest essay marks back to back in upsc mains . 
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GS Papers- 
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GS1- Questions were not tough but paper was lengthy. Many students suffered to finish 20 

answers. 

GS2- Again lengthy , you know all answers but questions were contained of multiple 

subparts. So again in 3 hours , it was tough to write all answers. 

GS3- Same as above 

GS4- If you have been seriously preparing for this exam . You understood 

this papers then it was comparatively easy to handle. Yes if you did not have terms and 

multiple values and virtues at your tip then it may be tough to finish section A within time. 

Case studies were easy to handle as compared to 2020 paper. 

Optional - Mathematics- This year questions were in your control but if you’re not smart 

enough to handle calculations and smart uses of Sc. CalC then it may disaster for you . 

Practice practice and practice… 

note- 

upsc mains needs a perfect strategy. How you manage yourself in those 3 days hectic 

schedule and how you utilize gap between gs and optional. For essay, I have special 

strategy. 

 

50.I get only 80 marks in the ForumIAS simulator full-length test. Can I clear the prelims? 

 

I was always scared whenever I thought to take such tests. My startegy was focused always 

towards demand of CSE. Once only I took such test before prelims and scored 65. For few 

hours I was completely disturbed. 

Then I put myself back on my strengths and weaknesses according to PYQs and honest 

assessment of my preparation, my resources.. I found that I'm on right track. Also qualified 

multiple prelims. 

https://www.quora.com/I-get-only-80-marks-in-the-ForumIAS-simulator-full-length-test-Can-I-clear-the-prelims
https://www.quora.com/I-get-only-80-marks-in-the-ForumIAS-simulator-full-length-test-Can-I-clear-the-prelims
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Such tests are mainly very tough. Knowingly or unknowingly, I'm not sure. 
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Practical- UPSC never set all sections in single paper. Only one or two topic maximum are 

made tough to check our patience level and management according to uncertainty. If we 

think deeply, in any year, If you've covered your resources well and have a clear mindset 

then no one can stop you from qualifying preliminary. 

 

 

51.How do I answer if the interview panel asked me, “How will you 

use mathematics as a civil servant?”? I have chosen maths as an optional in 

the UPSC CSE. 

 

I had 93 marks out of 100 , highest in my college history ( UP board). It only indicated me 

that i should go with mathematics in my next level of studies. For my undergraduate and 

postgraduate programme, I preferred mathemics over any other subject. I was busy in 

solving questions and developing specialities in mathematics. Nothing practical, I thought 

before IIT Delhi days. 

In IIT only, I got an opportunity to learn mathematics in a different style. Like how Linear 

Algebra is used in Cryptography. How programmers and mathematicians have common 

things. How Real Analysis can be used to improve Zomato business and all. Till 

here, Mathematics opened a new way to get my feet into corporate with mathematics as my 

degree. 

Things got another perspective when I decided to prepare for CSEs with mathematics as 

optional. 

When i mixed philosophy knowledge with Mathematics. 

When I mixed Government initiative to improve India's health infrastructure with 

my Mathematics knowledge of Operation Research (LPP) 

and so on…… 

Now I come to the Question specific answer- 

1- Mathematics has two parts- 

Pure Mathematics ( where we try yo explore small things at bigger level). To prove 

something, we need to set standard principles or theory. With thousands of examples in 

support cannot prove any statement.( Theorems) . The same is true for Civil service job. 

Thousands of persons are involved in creating nonsense in a particular area, still we cannot 

impose blanket restrictions in that area until unless we have solid grounds ( principles in 
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support of that). This is what I learnt from pure mathematics. ( Just an example, i can put 

many more) 

. 

Applied mathematics ( Where I use readymade kind of stuff to get desired results) like, 

using partial differential equations in understanding heat flow in TAPI pipeline, elaborating 

Tashkent Agreement through the understanding of Divergence of a scalar field function. 

2- Mathematics taught me- There are certain conditions given and I need to reach to the 

result using those. I cannot go beyond those. This I use in my working domain. Yo take any 

policy measure, I must have certain ‘facts’ and ‘figures' and ‘Analysis’ over those will give me 

the ‘accurate’ results. 

3- Sometimes we assume something or take a variable for unknown result and after getting 

result, this variable is gone. This I can use for some pilot project regarding ' Development' 

and ‘CLIMATE change'. Prototype kind of moves. 

4- Mathematics tells me that there may be many ways to reach the same result. So this I try 

to inculcate in my personality. Water scarcity removal is the result needed and Telangana 

model , MP model can be best along with Himachal and Gujarat model. Obviously we can 

have a parent structure as model answer ( Model APMC Act.) 

…… 

I may keep on writing like this but I'm stopping myself here only. Ig someone interested we 

can have discussion over phone calls too, my number is mentioned in my profile. You can 

message me too. I love to discuss, this also i learnt from mathematics and can be used to 

entertain other's views too without leaving mine. ( Gandhi ji) . 
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